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The analytic Radon-Nikodym property for a complex Banach space X is charac- 
terized in several ways analogous to the common characterizations of the 
Radon-Nikodjm property. For example, the Banach space X has the analytic 
Radon-Nikodym property if and only if any operator from L’ to X that factors 
through L’/HA is representable. The characterizations are used to study com- 
plemented subspaces of L’/Hh and to define the analytic Radon-Nikodym property 
for real Banach spaces. 0 1988 Academic PESS, 1,~ 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A complex Banach space X is said to have the analytic Radon-Nikod$m 
property iff every X-valued bounded analytic function defined on the open 
unit disk has radial limits at almost all boundary points. This property, 
which was introduced by Bukhvalov and Danilevich [3], is implied by 
(but does not imply) the Radon-Nikodym property. 
The Radon-Nikodym property has been characterized by operator- 
theoretic, martingale, and geometric conditions. (See [2,4].) In this note, 
we will discuss characterizations of the analytic Radon-Nikodym property 
similar to some of the characterizations of the Radon-Nikodym property. 
These results can be found in Section 3. In Section 4 we obtain a few 
consequences of these characterizations. For example, a complemented 
subspace of L’/Hh with the analytic Radon-Nikodym property has the 
Radon-Nikodym property and the Schur property. In Section 5 we 
formulate a definition of the analytic Radon-Nikodym property that 
applies to real Banach spaces. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
All Banach spaces in Sections 2, 3, and 4 should be understood as 
Banach spaces over the field of complex numbers. 
Let T be the unit circle {z E C: 1 z 1 = 1 }, let g denote the a-algebra of 
Bore1 subsets of T, and let 1 denote normalised Lebesgue measure on T. 
Throughout, the Banach space L’(T, g’, A) of complex-valued integrable 
functions will be denoted L’. The Fourier coefficients of f E L’ are the 
complex numbers p(n) = ST Z”f (z) &(z), for n E 2. The Banach space HA is 
the subspace of L’ defined by 
We will write q for the quotient map q: L’ --t L’/H& 
Let X be a Banach space. An operator T: L’ + X is representable iff there 
exists g E L”(T, a, 1; X) with 
Tf=lfgdJ. for all f e L’. 
(See [4, Sect. 111.11.) 
A vector measure p : 99 + X has bounded average range with respect to I 
iff there is a constant M < co such that )I p(A)11 <MA(A) for ail A E 9X Such 
a vector measure is differentiable iff there exists g E L”(T, a’, 1; X) with 
AA)=f gdl for all A E 9. 
A 
(See [4, p. 611.) 
Let (%l,“3o b e an increasing sequence of sub-a-algebras of W. Let 
if,};= ,, be an X-valued martingale adapted to (9?,,}:= 0. The martingale is 
called unzformly bounded iff supn 11 f, llLm < co. Such a martingale is said to 
be closed iff there exists gE L”(T, .%9’, 1; X) with 
fn=WI%) for all n. 
It is well known that a uniformly bounded martingale is closed if and only 
if it converges almost everywhere. (See [4, Sect. V.21.) The dyadic 
o-algebras are the a-algebras { 9$,}:‘,,, where 99n is the finite a-algebra 
with atoms 
A dyadic martingale is a martingale adapted to the dyadic o-algebras. 
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There are one-to-one correspondences connecting the three sets: 
(1) bounded linear operators T: L’ -+ X; 
(2) vector measures p: LB --) X with bounded average range; 
(3 ) dyadic X-valued uniformly bounded martingales (f, > ,“= ,, . 
The correspondences can be described by equations such as 
If T, P, and {fn>:zo correspond in this way, then T is representable if and 
only if p is differentiable, which in turn happens if and only if {f,,}~= O is 
closed. (See [2,4].) 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
The form in which we will use the analytic Radon-Nikodym property is 
the following. 
THEOREM 1 [S, 93. A complex Banach space X has the analytic 
Radon-Nikodym property if and only if Tq : L’ -+ X is representable for each 
operator T: L’IHA + X. 
We will need the following (special case of a) result of Ghoussoub and 
Rosenthal [S, Proposition V.23. We include a proof here for completeness. 
THEOREM 2. (1) Zf T: L’ -+ L’/H,!, is an operator, then there is an 
operator i”: L’ -+ L’ such that T = qT: 
(2) if p: 8 + L’/HA is a vector measure with bounded average range, 
then there is a vector measure fi: 543 + L’ with bounded average range such 
that p(A) = q@(A)) for all A E $3. 
(3) If LLILF4 is is a untformly bounded dyadic L’/H&valued mar- 
tingale, then there is a uniformly bounded dyadic L’-valued martingale 
{3~}~=, such that f,, = $,, for all n. 
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Proof: Because of the one-to-one correspondences mentioned above, 
the three parts are all equivalent. We will prove the last one. 
So let (fnl:co b e a uniformly bounded martingale, with values in L’/Hh 
and adapted to the dyadic a-algebras {@,},“=O. Since these a-algebras are 
finite, it is easy to obtain functions g,: T + L’, adapted to {9~)~Z0, with 
II g,(z)11 <2 II f,(z)11 and qg, =f,. (Of course, {g,},“,O is probably not a 
martingale.) Now L’ is naturally identified with a closed subspace of the 
Banach space A(T) of complex measures on the circle, which is in turn 
naturally identified with the dual of the Banach space Q?(T) of continuous 
functions on the circle. Of course, V(T) is separable. So we may consider 
{ g,}F==, as a uniformly bounded sequence of functions with values in 
A!(T). Now there is a subsequence { g,},YO such that 
exists in the weak* topology of A(T) for all dyadic sets A E UzCO A?,,. (This 
is true since there are countably many dyadic sets, and the unit ball of 
A(T) is weak* metrizable.) 
We claim that the limits p(A) belong to the subspace L’ of A(T). Let A 
be a dyadic set, say A E A$,,. Then for nj 2 m, we have 
so that IA g, d,4 - jA g, d,l E HA for all nj 2 m. But HA is weak* closed in 
A(T) by the F. and M. Riesz theorem, so, letting j+ co, we get 
,u(A)-jAgmd2EH& Now IA g, dhEL’, so ,u(A)eL’. 
Now let 3n : T -+ L’, be defined as 
Since p is additive on each a”, it follows that {3~}~!, is a martingale, 
adapted to { g,,}F=, with the same uniform bound as (g,};=,. Since 
p(A)-JAgmdAEHh for AE~,,,, 
fA f, dl. Therefore qTm = f,. 
it follows that q(,u(A)) = IA qg,,, dl = 
1 
THEOREM 3. A complex Banach space X has the analytic Radon- 
Nikodgm property if and only if every operator from L’ to X that factors 
through L’/Hh is representable. 
Proof: Suppose X has the analytic Radon-Nikodym property. Let 
T: L’ +X be an operator with T= AB, where A: L’/HA+ X and 
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B: L’ -+ L’/HA are operators. By Theorem 2, there is an operator 
R: L’+ L’ such that B=qR. 
By Theorem 1, the operator Aq is representable, so T= AqR is also 
representable. 1 
A Radon-Nikodym operator is an operator T: X + Y such that TS is 
representable for every operator S: L’ + X. Theorem 3 can be rephrased as 
follows: The complex Banach space X has the analytic Radon-Nikodym 
property if and only if every operator T: L’/Hh --t X is a Radon-Nikodym 
operator. The basic facts on Radon-Nikodym operators [lo; 12, 
Sect. 24.2; 131 provide the following proposition. Each part can be 
rephrased as a condition eqivalent to the analytic Radon-Nikodym 
property. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let X be a Banach space, and let S: L’/HA --, X be an 
operator. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) S is a Radon-Nikodjm operator; 
(2) for each uniformly bounded L’/H&valued martingale {f,,};= ,,, the 
martingale { Sfn} ,“= O is closed; 
(3) for each L’-bounded L’/H&valued martingale { fn};+, the 
martingale { Sfn} ,“= 0 converges almost everywhere; 
(4) for each L’/H&valued vector measure p with bounded average 
range, the measure Sp is differentiable; 
(5) each nonempty bounded subset B of L’fHh is S-dentable, that is, 
for every E > 0 there is x E B such that x does not belong to the closed convex 
hull of {yEB: IISY-sXI( >E}; 
(6) each nonempty bounded subset of L’IHA has slices with image 
under S of arbitrarily small diameter. 
An operator T: X-r Y is completely continuous iff T takes weakly con- 
vergent sequences in X to norm convergent sequences in Y. An equivalent 
definition says that T takes weakly compact sets in X to norm compact sets 
in Y. (Such operators are also sometimes known as Dunford-Pettis 
operators.) We will use the following result on completely continuous 
operators. 
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THEOREM 5 [l] If T:L’ + X is not completely continuous, then there is 
a completely continuous operator R: L’ + L’ such that TR is not represen- 
table. 
COROLLARY 6. A complex Banach space X has the analytic Radon- 
Nikodym property tf and only tf every completely continuous operator from 
L’ to X that factors through L’fHh is representable. 
Corollary 6 follows immediately from Theorems 3 and 5. 
4. COMPLEMENTED SUBSPACES OF L’/Hh 
Theorems concerning operators, such as those proved above, can be 
applied to projections to prove theorems concerning complemented 
subspaces. 
A Banach space X has the Schur property iff weakly convergent sequen- 
ces in X are norm convergent. Of course, this is the same thing as saying 
that the identity operator on X is completely continuous. 
PROWSITION 7. If X is a complex Banach space with the analytic 
Radon-Nikodym property, then every operator from L’/HA into X is com- 
pletely continuous. 
Proof Let T: L’/Hh + X be a bounded linear operator. By Theorem 1, 
the operator Tq: L’ --t X is representable, so Tq is completely continuous. 
Let W be a weakly compact set in L’/Hh. By Delbaen’s lifting theorem (see 
[l 1, p. 44]), there is a weakly compact set V in L’ such that WC q(V). 
Hence T(W) E Tq( V) is norm compact. This shows that T is completely 
continuous. 1 
COROLLARY 8. If X is a complemented subspace of L’/Hh with the 
analytic Radon-Nikodym property, then X has the Schur property. 
Proof The projection from L’/Hh onto X is completely continuous. 1 
THEOREM 9. If X is a complemented subspace of L’/HA with the analytic 
Radon-Nikodym property, then X has the Radon-Nikodym property. 
Proof Let S: L’/HA + L’/Hh be a projection with range X. Let p be an 
X-valued measure with bounded average range. By Theorems 3 and 4, the 
measure p = Sp is differentiable. Therefore X has the Radon-Nikodym 
property. 1 
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It is proved in [6] that if X is a complemented subspace of L’/HA with 
G-L-l.u.st., then X has the analytic Radon-Nikodym property. Thus, by 
Theorem 9, complemented subspaces of L’/HA with G-L-l.u.st. have the 
Radon-Nikodym property. 
5. REAL BANACH SPACES 
The definition of the analytic Radon-Nikodym property applies only to 
complex Banach spaces. Since Banach space theory is most commonly 
done with real Banach spaces, it would be useful to have a definition that 
applies also to real Banach spaces. 
One possibility investigated by Bukhvalov and Danilevich [3] is this: A 
real Banach space X has the harmonic Radon-Nikodjm property iff every 
X-valued bounded harmonic function defined on the open unit disk has 
radial limits at almost all boundary points. But in fact [3, Theorem 21, the 
harmonic Radon-Nikodym property is equivalent to the Radon-Nikodym 
property. 
It seems desirable that a real definition for the analytic Radon-Nikodym 
property should be equivalent to the complex definition when applied to a 
complex Banach space. Such a definition is proposed below, based on 
Theorem 3. 
In this section, real and complex scalars must be carefully distinguished. 
If X is a complex Banach space, let r(X) denote the real Banach space with 
the same set of points, the same norm, the same addition, and the same 
multiplication by real scalars. If Y is a real Banach space, let c(Y) denote 
the complex Banach space with set of points Y@ Y, norm 
II(Y1, Y2H = (II Yl II2 + II Y2 l12)L’2? 
coordinatewise addition, and complex scalar multipliction given by 
(a + i/WI9 y2) = (ay, - fly,, v2 + BY,). 
Thus TC( Y) is naturally real isometric to (Ye Y),, and cr(X) is complex 
isomorphic to (X0 X),. We will continue to write L’ and HA for certain 
complex Banach spaces. 
Here is our definition of the analytic Radon-Nikodjm property for real 
Banach spaces. In order to distinguish it from the previous definition for 
complex Banach spaces, we will give it a temporary name. 
The real Banach space Y has the RARNP iff, for every uniformly 
bounded dyadic L’/H,$valued martingale {f, > ,“= 0 and every real-linear 
operator T: r(L’/Hh) -+ Y, the martingale { Tf” },“= O is closed. 
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THEOREM 10. (1) Let Y be a real Banach space. Then Y has the RARNP 
if and only if c( Y) has the analytic Radon-Nikodjm property. 
(2) Let X be a complex Banach space. Then X has the analytic 
Radon-Nikodfm property if and only if r( X) has the RARNP. 
Proof: Suppose Y has the RARNP. Let {fn};==o be a dyadic uniformly 
bounded L’/H&valued martingale. Let S: L’/Hh --t c(Y) be a complex- 
linear operator. Since c(Y) = Y@ Y, there are two real-linear components 
for S, say Sx= (S,x, &x). By the RARNP, {S,fn},“=,, and {SZfn};ZO are 
both closed martingales, say S, f, = E(g, [92$) and S2 fn = E(g, ( an). Then 
g = (g,, gZ) is a measurable function with values in c(Y) with 
Sf, = E(g I&$,). This shows that c(Y) has the analytic Radon-Nikodym 
property. 
Conversely, suppose c(Y) has the analytic Radon-Nikodym property. 
Let S: L’/Hh + Y be a real-linear operator, and let ( fn}pco be a uniformly 
bounded dyadic L’/H,$valued martingale. Then 3: L’/Hh + c(Y), defined 
by 
S(x)= 
S(x) + S( ix) S(x) - S( ix) 
2 > * 3 
is complex-linear. Therefore the martingale { sfn};=,, is closed, say 
sfn = E(g ( a,,), where g has values in c( Y). Let the components of g be 
g = (g,, gZ). Then Sfn = E(g, +g, ) Z&J, so { Sfn}rFo is also closed. This 
shows that Y has the RARNP. 
Now suppose that X has the analytic Radon-Nikodym property. Let 
T: L’/Hh --, r(X) be a real-linear operator, and let ( fn}rzo be a uniformly 
bounded dyadic L’/H&valued martingale. Define V, : L’ + L’ by 
V, f (z) =m, so that V, is a real-linear (conjugate-linear) isometry. Since 
V, maps HA onto itself, it induces an operator V: L’/HA --) L’/HA which is a 
real-linear isometry. We can write T= T, + T, V, where 
T(x) - iT( ix) 
T,(x)= 2 for x E L’/HA 
and 
7’,(x) = 
TV(x) + iT(iVx) 
2 
for x E L’/HA 
are both complex-linear. Now the martingale { T, fn},“Eo is closed, say 
T,f, =Ek, I%J Also, WfnLZ=o is a martingale of the required type, so 
the martingale { T, Vfn >z= o is closed, say T2 Vfn = E( g, ( ?&,). Therefore 
Tfn = E(g, + g2 I @,J, so { Tfn};‘,, is closed. 
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Conversely, suppose r(X) has the RARNP. Let S: L’/Hh -+ X be 
complex-linear. Then S: L’/Hh + r(X) is real-linear, so the proof that X has 
the analytic Radon-Nikodjm property is easy. 1 
Based on the preceding result, we will simply use the term “analytic 
Radon-Nikodym property” for both real and complex Banach spaces. 
Other characterizations of the analytic Radon-Nikodym property can be 
stated for real Banach spaces. Their proofs are left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let Y be a real Banach space. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(1) Y has the analytic Radon-Nikodym property; 
(2) for any L’JH&valued L’-bounded martingale {fn};=,, and any 
real-linear operator S: L’ fHA -+ Y, the martingale (Sf,,) ,“= ,, converges almost 
everywhere; 
(3) any real-linear operator T: L’(T, $9, A; R) -+ Y that factors 
through L’(T, .@I’, A; C)/HA is representable; 
(4) any bounded analytic function defined on the unit disk with values 
in c(Y) has radial limits at almost all boundary points. 
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